Discogs
MID-YEAR REPORT
Music is a community built on gathering and sharing. However, the COVID-19 pandemic has posed significant challenges to this global community in the first half of 2020. Record stores, like many small businesses, have struggled to transition during a public health crisis that limits physical interaction and requires brick-and-mortar locations to close. Discogs has become an online haven for sellers and buyers across the consumer music economy.
As Sellers onboard more stock to the Marketplace, Buyers turn to e-commerce with a desire to support small business, and music fans dig further into their own Collections, visibility and availability are great than ever in the Marketplace. This trend should continue to grow as new customers become part of the Discogs Community and buying habits shift for the long term. Discogs saw a swift increase in record-high sales, including 1.6 million items sold in May 2020.

Growth in global physical sales in the Discogs Marketplace is up 29.69% to 4,288,270 orders over the prior year. Vinyl sales have once again crossed a landmark, up 33.72% from 2019 at an outstanding 5,814,855 records sold through the platform.

CDs have also increased 31.03% year over year with 1,661,580 compact discs purchased. It seems the cassette craze of 2019 continues into 2020 with tapes sold at 137,806, a 30.52% increase. In total, 7,657,626 pieces of physical music were sold by independent sellers around the world on Discogs during the first six months of 2020, making for an overall 33.83% jump over the previous year.
Additionally, Discogs is witnessing more interactions with our Database. We have experienced an average yearly increase of 30% in submissions every month since March 2020. Overall, a stunning 798,023 submissions were added between January and June 2020 for a 18.77% total growth over 2019.

The jump began the week after the pandemic was declared in many countries and widespread stay-at-home orders were issued.

The format that saw the largest year-over-year increase was cassettes with a 21.74% increase and a total of 77,767 submissions. CDs trailed with a 16.94% increase over the prior year and 251,995 submissions. Vinyl submissions increased 16.55% but maintained its leader position as the largest format overall: 337,847 submissions were entered to the Database by the end of June. And while not a physical product, digital file submissions, as well as “other” formats, rose an astounding 92%
Europe-based sellers were forced to pivot at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. However, many of the practices adopted then are still central to successful operations today.

The reliability of postal services and couriers across the continent remained constant, providing a foundation that not only allowed Discogs Sellers to successfully realign their operations but also for e-commerce to thrive across Europe. We witnessed a tidal wave of Sellers doubling down on submissions to the Database and items for sale on the Marketplace, with many record stores listing their entire stock online. The result was a thriving market throughout the first half of 2020.

From where we’re sitting right now, the future of the record industry looks different, but it certainly looks quite bright.

"NOT HAVING RECORD FAIRS OR IN-PERSON CUSTOMERS, WE FOCUSED MORE ON OUR ONLINE DISCOSGS BUSINESS, ADDING MANY NEW ARRIVALS TO OUR CATALOG. IN THIS PERIOD, WE DEFINITELY SAW AN INCREASE IN SALES THAT HELPED US TO SURVIVE THE CRISIS."

ROMAGNOLI ALFREDO
SEAWOLF RECORDS
Since the beginning of the pandemic in the United States, we have been in conversation with the Discogs Community and learned how statewide lockdowns affected their businesses. This direct communication, paired with our data, provided amazing insight into how Discogs had a positive effect on record shops, collectors, and the music community at large.

A top record shop in New York City – which hadn’t closed in five years – experienced a major uptick in orders through its online Discogs store when the physical storefront was shuttered. The boom in inventory and sales has the staff working to open a new warehouse to support growth.

One shop in Philadelphia scooped up entire personal collections around the city and put them up for sale on Discogs. In Fort Collins, Colorado, another store called Discogs a “lifeline for his business and family.”
BEST-SELLING RELEASES
JANUARY-JUNE 2020

1. TAME IMPALA - THE SLOW RUSH
2. THE STROKES - THE NEW ABNORMAL
3. KHUANGBIN & LEON BRIDGES - TEXAS SUN
4. OZZY OSBOURNE - ORDINARY MAN
5. DUA LIPA - FUTURE. NOSALGIA
6. NEIL YOUNG - HOMEGROWN
7. THUNDERCAT - IT IS WHAT IT IS
8. GRIMES - MISS ANTHROPOCENE
9. THE CHATS - HIGH RISK BEHAVIOR
10. JASON ISBELL & THE 400 UNIT - REUNIONS
BEST SELLING
ITEMS SOLD ON DISCOGS MARKETPLACE • JAN-JUN 2020

DAVID BOWIE
...ZIGGY STARDUST...
2016 • US & EUROPE • LP • RE • GATEFOLD

PINK FLOYD
DARK SIDE OF THE MOON
2016 • EUROPE • LP • RE • GATEFOLD • 180g

THE STROKES
THE NEW ABNORMAL
2020 • US & CANADA • LP • RED OPAQUE

TRACY CHAPMAN
TRACY CHAPMAN
1988 • UK & EUROPE • LP • MATTE SLEEVE

PEARL JAM
MTV UNPLUGGED
2019 • EUROPE • LP • LIMITED

MOST COLLECTED
ITEMS ADDED TO COLLECTIONS ON DISCOGS • JAN-JUN 2020

PINK FLOYD
DARK SIDE OF THE MOON
2016 • EUROPE • LP • RE • GATEFOLD • 180g

THE STOOGES
THE STOOGES (JOHN CALE MIX)
2020 • US • LP • RE • CLUB • RED/BLACK • 180g

DAVID BOWIE
...ZIGGY STARDUST...
2016 • US & EUROPE • LP • RE • GATEFOLD

NIRVANA
NEVERMIND
2015 • EUROPE • RE • 180g

STEVIE Nicks
BELLA DONNA
2020 • US • LP • RE • CLUB • BLUE/BLACK • 180g
**MOST EXPENSIVE**

**LEAF HOUND**
GROWERS OF MUSHROOM
1971 • UK • LP
$6,470

A FLEETING GLANCE
A FLEETING GLANCE
1970 • UK • LP
$3,992

JOY DIVISION
AN IDEAL FOR LIVING
1978 • 7" • EP
$4,605

BAD BRAINS
PAY TO CUM!
1980 • 7"
$4,583

STEEL MILL
GREEN-EYED GOD
1975 • UK • LP
$4,523

**MOST WANTED**

**THE STROKES**
IS THIS IT
2020 • LP • RE • LIMITED • WHITE

THE STROKES
THE NEW ABNORMAL
2020 • US & CANADA • LP • RED OPAQUE

THE STOOGES
THE STOOGES (JOHN CALE MIX)
2020 • US • LP • RE • CLUB • RED/BLACK • 180g

THE STROKES
THE NEW ABNORMAL
2020 • US & CANADA • LP • 180g

THE STROKES
ROOM ON FIRE
2020 • EUROPE • LP • RE • ORANGE/RED
**BEST SELLING**

ITEMS SOLD ON DISCOGS MARKETPLACE • JAN-JUN 2020

1. **PEGGY GOU**
   - **MOMENT**
   - 2019 • GERMANY • EP • 12”

2. **APHEX TWIN**
   - **SELECTED AMBIENT WORKS 85-92**
   - 2018 • UK • 2 x LP • RE • RM

3. **DJ KOZE**
   - **PICK UP**
   - 2019 • GERMANY • SINGLE • 12”

4. **BOARDS OF CANADA**
   - **MUSIC HAS THE RIGHT TO CHILDREN**
   - 2013 • UK • 2 x LP • RE • RP

5. **JUSTICE**
   - 2007 • EUROPE • 2 x LP • STEREO • GATEFOLD

**MOST COLLECTED**

ITEMS ADDED TO COLLECTIONS ON DISCOGS • JAN-JUN 2020

1. **MASSIVE ATTACK**
   - **BLUE LINES**
   - 2016 • EUROPE • LP • RE • 180g

2. **BOARDS OF CANADA**
   - **MUSIC HAS THE RIGHT TO CHILDREN**
   - 2013 • UK • 2 x LP • RE • RP

3. **DAFT PUNK**
   - **DISCOVERY**
   - 2001 • EUROPE • 2 x LP • GATEFOLD

4. **MASSIVE ATTACK**
   - **PROTECTION**
   - 2016 • EUROPE • LP • RE • 180g

5. **BOARDS OF CANADA**
   - **TOMORROW’S HARVEST**
   - 2013 • UK • 2 x LP
**MOST EXPENSIVE**

ITEMS SOLD ON DISCOGS MARKETPLACE • JAN-JUN 2020

1. **CAPOEIRA TWINS**
   - 4 x 3
   - 1999 • UK • 12” • WHITE BANKSY
   - $6,052

2. **DEPECHE MODE**
   - SOME GREAT REWARD
   - 1984 • US • LP
   - $2,000

3. **ROYKSOPP**
   - MELODY A.M.
   - 2002 • 2 x LP • LIMITED • WHITE BANKSY
   - $1,416

4. **APHEX TWIN**
   - ANALORD 10
   - 2005 • UK • 12” • LIMITED • BINDER
   - $1,315

5. **DEPECHE MODE**
   - LITTLE 15
   - 1988 • 12” • TEST PRESSING
   - $1,198

**MOST WANTED**

ITEMS ADDED TO WANTLISTS ON DISCOGS • JAN-JUN 2020

1. **JAMES ANDREW**
   - THINKING BACKWARDS EP
   - 2020 • UK • 12”

2. **TRANCE WAX**
   - TRANCE WAX SEVEN
   - 2020 • UK • 12” • LIMITED • NUMBERED • UNOFFICIAL

3. **SOLAR SOUND SYSTEM**
   - TEMPORAL RIFT EP
   - 2020 • UK • 12”

4. **ROZA TERENZI**
   - MODERN BLISS
   - 2020 • CANADA • 2 x LP • STEREO

5. **INNERSHADES**
   - IT’S TIME
   - 2020 • GERMANY • 12”
BEST SELLING
ITEMS SOLD ON DISCOGS MARKETPLACE • JAN-JUN 2020

CARLY RAE JEPPSEN
"E•MO•TION: SIDE B"
2016 • US • 12" • EP

SIMON & GARFUNKEL
"BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER"
1970 • US • LP • SANTA MARIA PRESSING

ABC
"THE LEXICON OF LOVE"
1982 • UK • LP

MICHAEL JACKSON
"BAD"
1987 • UK • LP • GATEFOLD

MADONNA
"LIKE A PRAYER"
1989 • UK & EUROPE • LP

MOST COLLECTED
ITEMS ADDED TO COLLECTIONS ON DISCOGS • JAN-JUN 2020

SIMON & GARFUNKEL
"BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER"
1970 • US • LP • SANTA MARIA PRESSING

TAYLOR SWIFT
"REPUTATION"
2017 • US & EUROPE • 2 x LP • PICTURE DISC

TAYLOR SWIFT
"LOVER"
2019 • US & CANADA • 2 x LP • PINK & BLUE

CULTURE CLUB
"COLOUR BY NUMBERS"
1983 • UK • LP

LORDE
"PURE HEROINE"
2013 • EUROPE • LP • 180g
**MOST EXPENSIVE**

**Items Sold on Discogs Marketplace • Jan-Jun 2020**

1. **Michael Jackson**
   - *Smile*
   - 1998 • Netherlands • CD • Maxi-Single
   - $2,631

2. **Abba & Stikkan**
   - *Sång Tills Görel*
   - 1979 • Sweden • 12” • Limited • Blue
   - $2,613

3. **Billie Eilish**
   - *Live at Third Man Records*
   - 2019 • US • LP • Limited • Black/Blue
   - $2,300

4. **Michael Jackson**
   - *Smile*
   - 1998 • Netherlands • 12”
   - $1,309

5. **Michael Jackson**
   - *Smile*
   - 1998 • CD • Single
   - $1,189

---

**MOST WANTED**

**Items Added to Wantlists on Discogs • Jan-Jun 2020**

1. **Frank Ocean**
   - *Cayendo*
   - 2020 • US • 7” • Limited

2. **Doja Cat**
   - *HOT PINK*
   - 2020 • US • LP • Limited • White

3. **Dua Lipa**
   - *Future Nostalgia*
   - 2020 • US & Europe • LP • Yellow Neon

4. **Halsey**
   - *Manic*
   - 2020 • USA & Canada • LP • Clear Pink & Blue

5. **Hayley Williams**
   - *Petals For Armor*
   - 2020 • US • LP • Limited • Test Pressing
BEST SELLING
 ITEMS SOLD ON DISCOGS MARKETPLACE • JAN-JUN 2020

01 JASON ISBELL AND THE 400 UNIT
 REUNIONS
 2020 • US & CANADA • LP • LTD • ORANGE

02 JOHN PRINE
 THE TREE OF FORGIVENESS
 2018 • US • LP

03 MUMFORD & SONS
 SIGH NO MORE
 2009 • US • LP

04 LUCINDA WILLIAMS
 CAR WHEELS ON A GRAVEL ROAD
 2014 • EUROPE • LP • 180g

05 JOHNNY CASH
 AT FOLSOM PRISON
 1968 • US • LP

MOST COLLECTED
 ITEMS ADDED TO COLLECTIONS ON DISCOGS • JAN-JUN 2020

01 JOHNNY CASH
 AT FOLSOM PRISON
 1968 • US • LP

02 MUMFORD & SONS
 SIGH NO MORE
 2009 • US • LP

03 JASON ISBELL AND THE 400 UNIT
 REUNIONS
 2020 • US & CANADA • LP • LTD • ORANGE

04 CHRIS STAPLETON
 TRAVELLER
 2015 • US • 2 × LP

05 HOZIER
 HOZIER
 2014 • US • 2 × LP, CD
FOLK, WORLD & COUNTRY

MOST EXPENSIVE
ITEMS SOLD ON DISCOGS MARKETPLACE • JAN-JUN 2020

01
TICKAWINDA
ROSEMARY LANE
1979 • UK • LP
$1,428

02
FRESH MAGGOTS
FRESH MAGGOTS
1971 • UK • LP
$1,189

03
MIKE SOAR
OUR SIDE OF THE BRIDGE
1972 • UK • LP
$1,055

04
KUSUDO & WORTH
OF SUN AND RAIN
1969 • US • LP
$1,000

05
JOAN BROOKS
THE LONG AND WINDING ROAD
1970 • US • LP
$950

MOST WANTED
ITEMS ADDED TO WANTLISTS ON DISCOGS • JAN-JUN 2020

01
JASON ISBELL AND THE 400 UNIT
REUNIONS
2020 • US & CANADA • LP • LTD • ORANGE

02
JOHN PRINE
THE TREE OF FORGIVENESS
2018 • US • LP

03
K. FRIMPONG & SUPER COMPLEX SOUNDS
AHYEWA SPECIAL
2020 • FRANCE • LP • RE

04
PHOEBE BRIDGERS
PUNISHER
2020 • UK • LP • LTD • BLUE/GREEN

05
VARIOUS ARTISTS
NIGERIA 70
2019 • UK • BOX SET
BEST SELLING
ITEMS SOLD ON DISCOGS MARKETPLACE • JAN-JUN 2020

01
GIL-SCOTT HERON & MAKAYA McCRAVEN
WE’RE NEW AGAIN
2020 • EUROPE • LP

02
MILES DAVIS
KIND OF BLUE
2010 • US • RE • 180g

03
TONY ALLEN & HUGH MASEKELA
REJOICE
2020 • EUROPE • 180g

04
RYO FUKUI
SCENERY
2018 • SWITZERLAND • LP • RE • HALF SPEED

05
MILES DAVIS
KIND OF BLUE
2015 • EUROPE • LP • RE • 180g

MOST COLLECTED
ITEMS ADDED TO COLLECTIONS ON DISCOGS • JAN-JUN 2020

01
GIL-SCOTT HERON & MAKAYA McCRAVEN
WE’RE NEW AGAIN
2020 • EUROPE • LP

02
MILES DAVIS
KIND OF BLUE
2015 • EUROPE • LP • RE • 180g

03
MILES DAVIS
KIND OF BLUE
2010 • US • RE • 180g

04
HERBIE HANCOCK
MR. HANDS
2020 • US • LP • RE • CLUB • 180g

05
CHET BAKER
CHET BAKER SINGS
2020 • US • LP • RE • GATEFOLD • 180g
**MOST EXPENSIVE**

**ITEMS SOLD ON DISCOGS MARKETPLACE • JAN-JUN 2020**

1. **CHARLIE PARKER**
   **BIRD BLOWS THE BLUES**
   1949 • UK • LP • COMPILATION
   $4,999

2. **SAHIB SHIHAB AND THE DANISH RADIO JAZZ GROUP**
   **SAHIB SHIHAB AND THE DANISH RADIO JAZZ GROUP**
   1965 • DENMARK • LP
   $4,762

3. **THE SOUNDS OF LIBERATION**
   **NEW HORIZONS**
   1972 • US • LP
   $4,000

4. **LE SUN RA AND HIS ARKESTRA**
   **JAZZ IN SILHOUETTE**
   1959 • US • LP
   $3,250

5. **SONNY ROLLINS**
   **SAXAPHONE COLOSSUS**
   1957 • US • LP
   $2,857

---

**MOST WANTED**

**ITEMS ADDED TO WANTLISTS ON DISCOGS • JAN-JUN 2020**

1. **GIL-SCOTT HERON & MAKAYA McCRAVEN**
   **WE’RE NEW AGAIN**
   2020 • EUROPE • LP

2. **CHET BAKER**
   **CHET BAKER SINGS**
   2020 • US • LP • RE • GATEFOLD • 180g

3. **HERBIE HANCOCK**
   **MR. HANDS**
   2020 • US • LP • RE • CLUB • 180g

4. **TONY ALLEN & HUGH MASEKELA**
   **REJOICE**
   2020 • EUROPE • 180g

5. **PHAROAH SANDERS**
   **LIVE IN PARIS (1975) (LOST ORTF RECORDINGS)**
   2020 • FRANCE • LP
BEST SELLING
ITEMS SOLD ON DISCOGS MARKETPLACE • JAN-JUN 2020

VARIOUS ARTISTS
NAPOLI SEGRETA VOLUME 1
2018 • ITALY • LP • COMPILATION

FRANK OCEAN
NOSTALGIA, ULTRA
2013 • US • LP • LIMITED • GREY • UNOFFICIAL

BILL WITHERS
STILL BILL
2012 • EUROPE • LP • RE • GATEFOLD • 180g

PASTOR T.L. BARETT AND THE YOUTH FOR CHRIST CHOIR
LIKE A SHIP (WITHOUT A SAIL)
2017 • US • LP • RE

CURTIS MAYFIELD
CURTIS
2013 • EUROPE • LP • RE • GATEFOLD • 180g

MOST COLLECTED
ITEMS ADDED TO COLLECTIONS ON DISCOGS • JAN-JUN 2020

ARETHA FRANKLIN
I NEVER LOVED A MAN...
2019 • US • LP • RE • CLUB • PURPLE • 180g

ARETHA FRANKLIN
ARETHA NOW
2020 • US • LP • RE • CLUB • MONO • 180g

OTIS REDDING
THE IMMORTAL OTIS REDDING
2020 • US • LP • RE • CLUB • MONO • 180g

LEON BRIDGES
COMING HOME
2015 • US • LP • 180g

STEVIE WONDER
SONGS IN THE KEY OF LIFE
1976 • US • 2 x LP • WADDELL PRESS
Most Expensive

Items Sold on Discogs Marketplace • Jan-Jun 2020

Ray Agee
Hard Lovin’ Woman
1967 • US • 7”
$6,553

Level 42
Strategy
1982 • UK • LP • Test Pressing
$4,605

The Admirations
You Left Me / I Want to Be Free
1966 • US • 7”
$4,166

Willie Tee
Teasing You Again / Your Love, My Love...
1972 • US • 7”
$3,947

Sapphire
Now We’re Groovin’ / Party People
1982 • US • 7”
$3,600

Most Wanted

Items Added to Wantlists on Discogs • Jan-Jun 2020

Otis Redding
The Immortal Otis Redding
2020 • US • LP • RE • Club • Mono • 180g

Aretha Franklin
Aretha Now
2020 • US • LP • RE • Club • Mono • 180g

Vulfpeck
Live At Madison Square Garden
2020 • US • 2 × LP • Gatefold

Jeannette Ndiaye
Makom Ma Bobe
2020 • UK • 12” • RE • Maxi

Childish Gambino
Awaken, My Love!
2016 • US • LP
BEST SELLING
ITEMS SOLD ON DISCOGS MARKETPLACE • JAN-JUN 2020

ARVO PART
FÜR ALINA
2017 • US • LP • COMPILATION

STEVE REICH
MUSIC FOR 18 MUSICIANS
1978 • GERMANY • LP

HOROWITZ
HOROWITZ IN MOSCOW
1986 • GERMANY • LP • GATEFOLD

STEVE REICH
MUSIC FOR 18 MUSICIANS
1978 • US • LP

PHILIP GLASS
GLASSWORKS
1982 • US • LP

MOST COLLECTED
ITEMS ADDED TO COLLECTIONS ON DISCOGS • JAN-JUN 2020

GEORGE WINSTON
DECEMBER
1982 • US • LP

VARIOUS ARTISTS
HERO OF TIME (MUSIC FROM “THE LEGEND OF ZELDA: OCARINA OF TIME”)
2017 • US • 2 × LP • GREEN/WHITE, PURPLE/WHITE

GEORGE WINSTON
AUTUMN
1980 • US • LP

BEETHOVEN
THE PASTORAL - SIXTH SYMPHONY
1976 • US • LP • INDIANAPOLIS PRESS

STEVE REICH
MUSIC FOR 18 MUSICIANS
1978 • US • LP
### Most Expensive

**Klemperer Philharmonia Orchestra**
*The Nine Beethoven Symphonies*
- 2019 • UK • 13 × LP • RE • LIMITED
- $4,761

**Michael Rabin**
*With Leon Pommers Mosaics*
- 1959 • UK • LP
- $3,737

**Bach / Johanna Martzy**
*The Unaccompanied Violin Sonatas Volume 1*
- 2012 • UK • LP • RE • LIMITED
- $2,976

**Tibor Bisztriczky, Felix Schröder**
*Virtuose Stücke für Violine und Klavier*
- 1959 • Germany • 10”
- $2,619

**Leonid Kogan**
*Brahms Violin Concerto*
- UK • LP
- $2,499

### Most Wanted

**Pauline Oliveros / Stuart Dempster / Pajaiotis**
*Deep Listening*
- 2020 • US • 2 × LP • LIMITED

**Pauline Oliveros / Stuart Dempster / Pajaiotis**
*Deep Listening*
- 2020 • US • 2 × LP • LIMITED • GOLD

**Kali Malone**
*Studies for Organ*
- 2020 • EP • CASSETTE

**Jon Gibson**
*Songs & Melodies, 1973-1977*
- 2020 • UK • 2 × LP

**Ellen Fullman**
*In the Sea*
- 2020 • US • LP • RE
BEST SELLING
ITEMS SOLD ON DISCOGS MARKETPLACE • JAN-JUN 2020

KENDRICK LAMAR
GOOD KID M.A.A.D. CITY
2012 • US • 2 × LP • DELUXE • GATEFOLD

ALPHA WANN
UMLA
2018 • FRANCE • 2 × LP • YELLOW

RUN THE JEWELS
RUN THE JEWELS 3
2017 • US • 2 × LP • GOLD

JPEGMAFIA
ALL MY HEROES ARE CORNBALLS
2019 • US • 2 × LP

FREDDIE GIBBS & MADLIB
PINATA
2014 • US • 2 × LP

MOST COLLECTED
ITEMS ADDED TO COLLECTIONS ON DISCOGS • JAN-JUN 2020

KENDRICK LAMAR
GOOD KID M.A.A.D. CITY
2012 • US • 2 × LP • DELUXE • GATEFOLD

THE ROOTS
PHRENOLOGY
2020 • US • 2 × LP • RE • CLUB • BROWN • 180g

KANYE WEST
MY BEAUTIFUL DARK TWISTED FANTASY
2010 • US • 3 × LP • LIMITED

KIDS SEE GHOSTS
KIDS SEE GHOSTS
2018 • USA & CANADA • LP

DR. DRE
THE CHRONIC
2001 • US • 2 × LP • RE • RM
**MOST EXPENSIVE**

**ITEMS SOLD ON DISCOGS MARKETPLACE • JAN-JUN 2020**

1. **WESTSIDE GUNN**
   - *Flygod*
   - 2016
   - 2 × LP
   - LIMITED
   - OBI
   - $2,500

2. **WESTSIDE GUNN**
   - *Hitler Wears Hermes III*
   - 2015
   - UK
   - LIMITED
   - NUMBERED
   - $1,535

3. **EMINEM**
   - *Slim Shady EP*
   - 1997
   - US
   - CD
   - $1,190

4. **CENTRAL DYNASTY**
   - *Why Does Everybody Want To Be A Killa*
   - 1996
   - US
   - CD
   - $1,189

5. **EMINEM**
   - *Tracks from the Slim Shady EP*
   - 1997
   - US
   - CASSETTE
   - PROMO
   - $1,100

**MOST WANTED**

**ITEMS ADDED TO WANTLISTS ON DISCOGS • JAN-JUN 2020**

1. **CHANCE THE RAPPER**
   - *Acid Rap*
   - 2019
   - 2 × LP
   - PINK & BLUE SWIRL

2. **KANYE WEST**
   - *Jesus Is King*
   - 2020
   - EUROPE
   - LP
   - TRANSLUCENT BLUE

3. **CHANCE THE RAPPER**
   - *Coloring Book*
   - 2019
   - US
   - 2 × LP
   - RED/ORANGE MIX

4. **THE ROOTS**
   - *Phrenology*
   - 2020
   - US
   - 2 × LP
   - RE
   - CLUB
   - BROWN
   - 180g

5. **BLACKALICIOUS**
   - *Blazing Arrow*
   - 2020
   - US
   - 2 × LP
   - RE
   - CLUB
   - RED/ORANGE
**BEST SELLING**
ITEMS SOLD ON DISCOGS MARKETPLACE • JAN-JUN 2020

1. **BUENA VISTA SOCIAL CLUB**
   **BUENA VISTA SOCIAL CLUB**
   2015 • EUROPE • 2 × VINYL • RE • 180g

2. **RANIL**
   **RANIL Y SU CONJUNTO TROPICAL**
   2020 • GERMANY • LP • COMPILATION • GATEFOLD

3. **THIEVERY CORPORATION**
   **SAUDADE**
   2014 • US • LP • 180g

4. **JUAN LUIS GUERRA 4.40**
   **BACHATA ROSA**
   1990 • SPAIN • LP

5. **CHICO BUARQUE**
   **CONSTRUÇÃO**
   2016 • EUROPE • LP • RE • LIMITED

**MOST COLLECTED**
ITEMS ADDED TO COLLECTIONS ON DISCOGS • JAN-JUN 2020

1. **BUENA VISTA SOCIAL CLUB**
   **BUENA VISTA SOCIAL CLUB**
   2015 • EUROPE • 2 × VINYL • RE • 180g

2. **RANIL**
   **RANIL Y SU CONJUNTO TROPICAL**
   2020 • GERMANY • LP • COMPILATION • GATEFOLD

3. **CHICO BUARQUE**
   **MEUS CAROS AMIGOS**
   1976 • BRAZIL • LP

4. **CELIA & JOHNNY**
   **CELIA & JOHNNY**
   2019 • US • LP • RE • CLUB • GATEFOLD • 180g

5. **KAOMA**
   **LAMBADA**
   1989 • FRANCE • 7"
MOST EXPENSIVE
ITEMS SOLD ON DISCOGS MARKETPLACE • JAN-JUN 2020

1. PAPo VEGA Y BARAHONA / MERcEDITA / AFINCATE
   1977 • US • 7"
   $1,990

2. BROOKLYN SOUNDS / LIBRE • FREE
   1972 • US • LP
   $1,100

3. ORQUESTA LA PAZ • HOLD HIM JOE • EXCLUSIVELY
   1976 • US • 7"
   $999

4. ANDY Y SU ORQUESTA RIVERSIDE / TRAE SALSA AL BEMBE
   1971 • LP
   $960

5. ARROLLANDO SABOTAJE / LA AMENAZA MUSICAL
   1982 • PERU • LP
   $600

MOST WANTED
ITEMS ADDED TO WANTLISTS ON DISCOGS • JAN-JUN 2020

1. RANIL / RANIL Y SU CONJUNTO TROPICAL
   2020 • GERMANY • LP • COMPILATION • GATEFOLD

2. MARCIA MARIA / SIMONE / AMIGO BRANCO / TUDO QUE VOCÊ PODIA SER
   2019 • EUROPE • 7"

3. J. BALVIN / COLORES
   2020 • MEXICO & US • 2 × LP • PICTURE

4. MARCOS VALLE AND HIS MUSIC / BRAZILIANCE!
   2020 • UK • RE • OCEAN BLUE

5. LOS AFROINS / GOZA LA SALSA
   2020 • SPAIN • LP • RE
BEST SELLING
ITEMS SOLD ON DISCOGS MARKETPLACE • JAN-JUN 2020

1. BOB MARLEY & THE WAILERS
   LEGEND
   1984 • UK • LP • Compilation • GATEFOLD

2. REVELATION
   MAN FROM YARD
   2020 • EUROPE • 7"

3. PRINCE DAVID / YAHMAUDO "JAH COMMANDO"
   HIS FOUNDATION / JAH JAH
   2019 • ITALY • 12"

4. KOFFEE
   RAPTURE
   2019 • EUROPE • EP • 12"

5. UK PRINCIPAL / BARRY ISSAC
   MISTRY BABYLON / RASTAFARI ARMY
   2017 • UK • 12"

MOST COLLECTED
ITEMS ADDED TO COLLECTIONS ON DISCOGS • JAN-JUN 2020

1. BOB MARLEY & THE WAILERS
   LEGEND
   2015 • EUROPE • LP • RE • Compilation

2. BOB MARLEY & THE WAILERS
   LEGEND
   1984 • UK • LP • Compilation • GATEFOLD

3. BOB MARLEY & THE WAILERS
   LEGEND
   2009 • US • LP • RE • Compilation • 180g

4. BOB MARLEY & THE WAILERS
   LEGEND
   2014 • US • 2 × LP • RE • RED/YELLOW/GREEN

5. UB40
   SIGNING OFF
   1980 • UK • LP + 12"
**MOST EXPENSIVE**

**HEART OF THE CONGOS**
1977 • JAMAICA • LP
$2,500

**THE SHOW BOYS**
**RUN WITH A KNIFE**
1969 • JAMAICA • 7”
$2,000

**GLEN ADAMS / BEVERLEY’S ALL STARS**
**HOLD HIM JOE / EXCLUSIVELY**
1968 • JAMAICA • 7”
$1,453

**BOBBY MARTELL / DON DRUMMOND**
**ONE CUP OF COFFEE / SNOW BOY**
1962 • JAMAICA • 7”
$1,421

**SOUVLICANA / THE INVADERS**
**HAPPY OGAN / SOULFUL MUSIC**
1968 • UK • 7”
$1,321

**MOST WANTED**

**YVONNE ARCHER**
**AIN’T NOBODY**
2020 • AUSTRALIA • 12”

**ALPHA & OMEGA MEETS THE DISCIPLES**
**THE SACRED ART OF DUB VOL 1**
2020 • BELGIUM • LP • RM • LIMITED • WHITE

**ALPHA & OMEGA MEETS THE DISCIPLES**
**THE SACRED ART OF DUB VOL 2**
2020 • BELGIUM • LP • RM • LIMITED • WHITE

**REVELATION**
**MAN FROM YARD**
2020 • EUROPE • 7”

**VARIOUS ARTISTS**
**FOR THE LOVE OF YOU**
2020 • UK • LP • COMPILATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BEST SELLING</th>
<th>MOST COLLECTED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BLUES BROTHERS</strong>&lt;br&gt;BRIEFCASE FULL OF BLUES&lt;br&gt;1978 • US • LP • PRESSWELL</td>
<td><strong>BLUES BROTHERS</strong>&lt;br&gt;BRIEFCASE FULL OF BLUES&lt;br&gt;1978 • US • LP • MO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN AND DOUBLE TROUBLE</strong>&lt;br&gt;Texas Flood&lt;br&gt;2019 • US • BOX • 2 × LP • RE</td>
<td><strong>B.B. KING</strong>&lt;br&gt;LUCILLE&lt;br&gt;2019 • US • LP • RE • GATEFOLD • 180g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BLUES BROTHERS</strong>&lt;br&gt;BRIEFCASE FULL OF BLUES&lt;br&gt;1978 • US • LP • MO</td>
<td><strong>ALBERT KING</strong>&lt;br&gt;KING, DOES THE KING’S THINGS&lt;br&gt;2020 • US • LP • RE • 180g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NINA SIMONE</strong>&lt;br&gt;NINA SIMONE SINGS THE BLUES&lt;br&gt;2016 • US • LP • RE • BLUE • GATEFOLD</td>
<td><strong>NINA SIMONE</strong>&lt;br&gt;NINA SIMONE SINGS THE BLUES&lt;br&gt;2016 • US • LP • RE • BLUE • GATEFOLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MUDDY WATERS</strong>&lt;br&gt;FOCK SINGER&lt;br&gt;2015 • US • LP • RE • GATEFOLD • 200g</td>
<td><strong>CREAM</strong>&lt;br&gt;DISRAELI GEARS&lt;br&gt;1967 • US • LP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MOST EXPENSIVE
ITEMS SOLD ON DISCOGS MARKETPLACE • JAN-JUN 2020

WILLIE DIXON
WALKING THE BLUES
1956 • UK • 7”
$991

LITTLE GEORGE SMITH
BLUES IN THE DARK
UK • 7”
$959

LIGHTNIN’ HOPKINS
LIGHTNIN’ AND THE BLUES
1960 • US • COMPILATION
$750

JAY HODGE ORK
GOATSVILLE / COME BACK PRETTY BABY
1961 • US • 7” • RED TRANSLUCENT
$695

JOHN LEE HOOKER
THE COUNTRY BLUES OF JOHN LEE HOOKER
2019 • UK • RE • LIMITED
$650

MOST WANTED
ITEMS ADDED TO WANTLISTS ON DISCOGS • JAN-JUN 2020

THE ROLLING STONES
LET IT BLEED
1969 • UK • LP • TEST PRESSING

JAMES BROWN
LIVE AT THE APOLLO
2019 • ITALY • LP • 180g • UNOFFICIAL

JUNIOR WELLS’ CHICAGO BLUES BAND
HOODOO MAN BLUES
1965 • US • LP

SCREAMIN’ JAY HAWKINS
A NITE AT FORBIDDEN CITY
1963 • US • LP

SON HOUSE
FATHER OF FOLK BLUES
1965 • CANADA • LP
BEST SELLING
ITEMS SOLD ON DISCOGS MARKETPLACE • JAN-JUN 2020

01
MALCOLM X
THE BALLOT OR THE BULLET
US • LP • RE

02
MALCOLM X
GRASS ROOTS SPEECH DETROIT, MI NOVEMBER 1963
1979 • US • LP

03
CHEECH & CHONG
BIG BAMBU
1972 • US • LP

04
HI-FI NEWS
ANALOGUE TEST LP
2002 • UK • LP

05
STEVE MARTIN
A WILD AND CRAZY GUY
1978 • US • LP • GOLDISC

MOST COLLECTED
ITEMS ADDED TO COLLECTIONS ON DISCOGS • JAN-JUN 2020

01
STEVE MARTIN
A WILD AND CRAZY GUY
1978 • US • LP • GOLDISC

02
CHEECH & CHONG
BIG BAMBU
1972 • US • LP

03
STEVE MARTIN
LET'S GET SMALL
1977 • US • LP • GATEFOLD • JACKSONVILLE

04
CHEECH & CHONG
CHEECH & CHONG
1971 • US • LP • MONARCH

05
GEORGE CARLIN
CLASS CLOWN
1972 • US • LP • SP
**MOST EXPENSIVE**

ITEMS SOLD ON DISCOGS
MARKETPLACE • JAN-JUN 2020

**NO ARTIST**
THE NATION’S NIGHTMARE
1952 • US • LP
$1,852

**MARINA ABRAMOVIC**
512 HOURS
2014 • UK • 12" • LIMITED • WHITE
$773

**UNKNOWN ARTIST**
ENCOUNTERS: PAST... PRESENT... FUTURE
1978 • CANADA • 5 × LP
$1,600

**JEREMY DELLER**
EXODUS
2012 • UK • 12” • LIMITED • SIGNED
$462

**KYLIE**
ULTIMATE KYLIE
2004 • UK • CD • PROMO
$495

---

**MOST WANTED**

ITEMS ADDED TO WANTLISTS
ON DISCOGS • JAN-JUN 2020

**SPAZZ**
FUNKY ASS LIL’ PLATTER 1" NOISE E.P.
1996 • US • 2" • 1” • LIMITED • ANTI-RECORD

**AOL AMERICA ONLINE**
AOL TRIAL DISC
2020 • US • 5" • LIMITED

**TERRY FOX**
ISOLATION UNIT
2020 • US • 7"

**DOUGLAS ADAMS, EODIN COLFER, DIRK MAGGS**
THE HITCHHIKER’S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY (HEXAGONAL PHASE)
2020 • UK • 3 × LP • LIMITED • NEON • 180g

**MALCOLM X**
MESSAGE TO THE GRASS ROOTS
1965 • US • LP
BEST SELLING
ITEMS SOLD ON DISCOGS MARKETPLACE • JAN-JUN 2020

MICHAEL JACKSON / JOHN WILLIAMS
E.T. THE EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL
1982 • US • LP • BOX SET

RANKIN / BASS
THE HOBBIT: THE COMPLETE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
1977 • UK • 2 × LP • BOX SET

MISTEROGERS
MISTEROGERS
1967 • US • LP

RAFFI
SINGABLE SONGS FOR THE VERY YOUNG
1976 • US • LP

CANDLE
THE MUSIC MACHINE
1977 • US • LP • GATEFOLD

MOST COLLECTED
ITEMS ADDED TO COLLECTIONS ON DISCOGS • JAN-JUN 2020

MICHAEL JACKSON / JOHN WILLIAMS
E.T. THE EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL
1982 • US • LP • BOX SET

NO ARTIST
SNOOPY’S CHRISTMAS
1969 • US • LP

CYNTHIA GLOVER / JOHN LAWRENSON
MY OWN NURSERY RHYME RECORD
1967 • UK • LP

RANKIN / BASS
THE HOBBIT: THE COMPLETE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
1977 • UK • 2 × LP • BOX SET

STEVEN SPEILBERG PRESENTS
GREMLINS - STORY 3 - ESCAPE FROM THE GREMLINS
1984 • US • 7"
**MOST EXPENSIVE**

ITEMS SOLD ON DISCOGS MARKETPLACE • JAN-JUN 2020

1. **ROCCO REITANO**
   **GO, GO, IT’S TIME TO GO!**
   1981 • ITALY • 7”
   $357

2. **JEFFREY MINER**
   **LULLABY RENDITIONS OF PEARL JAM**
   2013 • US • LP • RE • YELLOW
   $199

3. **JOSIE CAREY AND FRED ROGERS**
   **AROUND THE CHILDREN’S CORNER**
   1958 • US • LP
   $196

4. **MICHAEL JACKSON / JOHN WILLIAMS**
   **E.T. THE EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL**
   1982 • UK • LP • BOX SET • PICTURE DISC
   $188

5. **BENEDETTA**
   **RUY IL PICCOLO CID**
   1982 • ITALY • 7”
   $165

**MOST WANTED**

ITEMS ADDED TO WANTLISTS ON DISCOGS • JAN-JUN 2020

1. **BRUCE HAACK**
   **DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.**
   1969 • US & CANADA • 7”

2. **MISTER ROGERS**
   **IT’S SUCH A GOOD FEELING: THE BEST OF MISTER ROGERS**
   2020 • US • LP • COMPILATION

3. **PAW PATROL**
   **OFFICIAL THEME SONG & MORE**
   2020 • US • 7”

4. **UNKNOWN ARTIST**
   **ROCKY VS CLUBBER LANG**
   1984 • CANADA • 7”

5. **ARNAUD VALOIS, ETIENNE DAHO**
   **LE VILAIN PETIT CANARD**
   2019 • FRANCE • LP
**BEST SELLING**

ITEMS SOLD ON DISCOGS MARKETPLACE • JAN-JUN 2020

**BRASS AGAINST**

BRASS AGAINST

2018 • GERMANY • LP

**MUSIKORPS 6 DER BUNDESWEHR**

DREI LILJEN, DREI LILJEN...

GERMANY • LP

**MAJOR FRIEDRICH DEISENROTH**

SOLDATENLIEDER-POTPURRI

GERMANY • LP

**SWINGING FANFARES**

SWINGING FANFARES

GERMANY • LP

**LUFTWAFFENMUSIKKORPS**

EIN HELLER UND EIN BATZEN

GERMANY • LP

**MOST COLLECTED**

ITEMS ADDED TO COLLECTIONS ON DISCOGS • JAN-JUN 2020

**ROYAL SCOTS DRAGOON GUARDS**

AMAZING GRACE

1972 • US • LP • HOLLYWOOD

**VARIABLE ARTISTS**

CANCIONES DE LA GUERRA CIVIL ESPAÑOLA

1978 • SPAIN • 7” • EP • PROMO

**BRIIGHOUSE & RASTRICK BRASS BAND**

THE FLORAL DANCE

1976 • UK • 7” • KNICKOUT CENTRE

**ROYAL SCOTS DRAGOON GUARDS**

AMAZING GRACE / CORNET CARILLON

1972 • US • 7” • SOLID CENTRE

**BRASS AGAINST**

2018 • GERMANY • LP
**MOST EXPENSIVE**

ITEMS SOLD ON DISCOGS MARKETPLACE • JAN-JUN 2020

**MERCEBLECKET**  
MERCEBLECKET BEATS THE BEATLES  
1964 • SWEDEN • 7” • EP  
$149

**LOWELL GRAHAM**  
WINDS OF WAR AND PEACE  
1988 • US • LP  
$120

**JOHN FOSTER & SON LTD. BLACK DyKE MILLS BAND**  
THINGUMYBOB  
1968 • UK • 7”  
$99

**JOHN FOSTER & SON LTD. BLACK DyKE MILLS BAND**  
THINGUMYBOB  
1968 • US • 7”  
$97

**LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY MARCHING BAND**  
”THE GOLDEN BAND FROM TIGERLAND”  
US • LP  
$89

**MOST WANTED**

ITEMS ADDED TO WANTLISTS ON DISCOGS • JAN-JUN 2020

**BLASORCHESTER HERMS NIEL**  
ERIKA  
1939 • GERMANY • 10” • SHELLAC

**G. KANAKIS / MRS. FRIDAY**  
NEON EMVATRION VENIZELOU  
1920 • US • 10” • SHELLAC

**SOLI DEO GLORIA**  
GO FOR GOLD  
1985 • LP • VINYL

**THE CANADIAN STAFF BAND OF THE SALVATION ARMY**  
HARK! THE GLAD SOUND OF CHRISTMAS  
1973 • CANADA • LP

**VARIOUS ARTISTS**  
1989 DCI WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS VOLUME TWO  
1989 • US • LP